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About the map
This map provides a global snapshot of active social web involvement by market. The charts show the percentages those who are active by each form of social involvement. The size of the arches represents the audience volume in millions. Visit globalwebindex.net to find the reasons behind the trends, how different demographics are involved, what motivates web users to get online and the quantification of how brands should be active in social media.

More about the study
We interview 32,000 web users in the 16 countries represented in this chart to provide a unique international perspective on web behavior and social media involvement across the world. More importantly we explore the impact on consumer behaviour, the power of social communications and the role for brands. The Global Web Index was created by Trendstream in partnership with Lightspeed Research.

Find out more: globalwebindex.net / Follow us: @globalwebindex / Arrange a demonstration: globalwebindex@trendstream.net / www.globalwebindex.net